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EXCESSIVE MEASURES AND THE EXISTENCE OF RIGHT 
SEMI GROUPS AND PROCESSES 

J, STEFFENS 

ABSTRACT. Given a resolvent (Un) on a Lusin space (E. IE) , the paper gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the excessive measures that en-
sure the existence of a right process, resp. a right continuous semigroup, on 
(E. IE) with resolvent (Un). Furthermore, a notion of nonbranch points with 
respect to (U,,) is introduced-also in terms of the excessive measures-and 
various characterizations are given. They show, in particular, the equivalence of 
this definition with those introduced and discussed by Engelbert and Wittmann. 

O. INTRODUCTION 

It is a classical question when a given substochastic resolvent on a measurable 
space corresponds to a right Markov process or to a right continuous semigroup 
on that space. Classical answers have been given in the context of (locally) 
compact spaces for the existence of Feller semigroups and Hunt processes (see, 
e.g., [2, 5, 15]). Extensions of these classical results to more general settings have 
been formulated by Engelbert [7, 8]. The most general method of construction 
of processes so far is the Ray (-Knight) compactification originally introduced by 
Ray [19]; it provides a Ray semigroup and a Ray process on an enlarged compact 
state space (see, e.g., [4, 11, 21]). In order to obtain an answer to the initial 
question via that construction one has to make sure that the Ray semigroup 
(resp. process) can be restricted to the original space. A sufficient condition is, 
of course, that the original space coincides with the set of nonbranch points of 
the Ray semigroup, but this is not necessary. 

This article presents characterizations for both the existence of a right con-
tinuous semigroup and the existence of a right process corresponding to a given 
resolvent, by means of conditions on the excessive measures. It seems that in 
all approaches so far the set of excessive measures has not been considered; the 
reason may be that interest in properties of excessive measures as opposed to 
excessive functions has been renewed only recently (see, e.g., [6, 12, 13, 10]). 

Given a right process with semigroup (PJ in the sense of [11], the following 
three facts about the set of excessive measures are well known: 

(0.1) Equal measure potentials possess equal charges. 
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(0.2) Any excessive measure simply dominated by a measure potential 
is itself a potential. 

(0.3) Any purely excessive measure m can uniquely be decomposed 
as the integral m = J I'll dt of an entrance law (1'11)1>0 with 
respect to (PI)' 

Proofs of (0.1) and (0.2) can be found in the paper [12] by Getoor and Glover. 
As to result (0.3), mentioned already by Dynkin [6], several different proofs 
have been published recently, by Fitzsimmons and Maisonneuve [10], Getoor 
and Glover [14], Janssen [16], and again Fitzsimmons [9]. The first one by 
Fitzsimmons and Maisonneuve was purely probabilistic and uses the existence 
of the stationary process; Fitzsimmons later gave a very nice direct and simple 
proof using result (0.2). Janssen, furthermore, proved a more general result 
than (0.3) where he did not assume the existence of a right process, but only of 
a semigroup on a V-space with a resolvent satisfying (0.1). 

Result (0.2) states that given a right process the potentials with respect to the 
simple (in potential theory usually called natural) order form a solid subcone 
of the cone of all excessive measures. From this the analogous property (0.4) 
with respect to the specific order follows immediately-a fact that has already 
been proved by Meyer [18]: 

(0.4) Any excessive measure specifically dominated by a measure po-
tential is itself a potential. 

The setup for the main part of this paper is the following: 

(0.5) (V,Ja>O denotes a substochastic resolvent with proper potential 
kernel V on a Lusin space (E.~). We assume that the ~

measurable (V a)-excessive functions generate the a-algebra ~ 
and that the function 1 is excessive. 

Our aim is to show that the properties (0.1) through (0.3) provide also sufficient 
conditions for the existence of a right process or a right continuous semigroup 
corresponding to the given resolvent (V,J. Along with these results a new 
definition for a nonbranch point with respect to the resolvent (Va) in terms 
of the excessive measures is studied. Previous definitions (for resolvents on 
measurable spaces satisfying even more general conditions than stated in (0.5)) 
were introduced by Engelbert [7] and Wittmann [22]. They turn out to coincide 
with ours within the given setup. 

(0.6) We say, a point x E E is a nonbranch point for (VJ if the 
measure potential exV lies on an extreme ray in the convex 
cone of excessive measures with respect to (V,J. 

It turns out that given hypotheses (0.5), the extremality of point charges, i.e., 
property (0.6) for all points in E, is equivalent with properties (0.1) and (0.4) 
on the one hand and with the infimum-stability of the (V ,J-excessive functions 
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on the other hand, and furthermore with the property that the differences of 
bounded excessive functions form an algebra. 

The two main results are the following: 

(0.7) Under the hypotheses (0.5) , properties (0.1) and (0.2) for (Va) 
are equivalent with the existence of a (transient) Borel right 
process with resolvent (V (,) . 

(0.8) Under the hypotheses (0.5), property (0.3) with an entrance law 
with respect to (VJ that charges only the nonbranch points 
of (V) is equivalent with the existence of a right continuous 
semigroup with resolvent (V(,). 

To state the result (0.8), first of all, a proper definition of an entrance law with 
respect to a resolvent is required. Then what has to be ensured is that the 
entrances laws corresponding to the measures V(x, ) of the potential kernel 
form a semigroup of kernels as desired. Using properties of the set of nonbranch 
points, the proof is straightforward. More interesting and more surprising than 
(0.8) appears to be result (0.7). Its proof uses a Ray compactification with 
respect to (Vn ). An essential step is to show that under (0.1) and (0.2) all 
points in E are nonbranch points for the associated Ray resolvent (in the usual 
sense). What remains to be proved is that the corresponding Ray process may 
be restricted to the state space (E, IE) to yield a right process with resolvent 
(V,,) . 

The paper is organized as follows: In the first two sections notation is fixed 
and some preliminary and auxiliary lemmas are proved. §2 is of interest mainly 
in connection with part of §6, where a generalization of the results on nonbranch 
points without the assumption that 1 is excessive is discussed. §3 contains the 
investigation of nonbranch points, in particular Definition (3.1) and the main 
characterizations in Theorems (3.3) and (3.5) and in Corollaries (3.4) and (3.6); 
these are of interest in their own right as well. In §4 the first result mentioned in 
(0.7) on the existence of a right process is established, the main theorem being 
(4.1). The reader who is mainly interested in this result may skip §2 and restrict 
the reading of §3 to the proof of (a) => (bl) in Theorem (3.3) and the second 
part of the proof of Theorem (3.5). In §5 the second result mentioned in (0.8) 
is proved characterizing the existence of a right continuous semigroup; here the 
main theorem is (5.7). §6 is devoted to generalizations, particularly the case 
where the assumption that the potential kernel is proper is dropped. Here, of 
course, necessary and sufficient conditions have to be expressed in terms of the 
r-excessive measures for r > O. The main results are also stated in this context. 
Furthermore, concerning the results on nonbranch points, weakening of the 
hypotheses" (E ,IE) Lusin" and "1 excessive" is discussed (using the prepara-
tory remarks of §2). The paper ends with a few remarks on the definitions of 
nonbranch points by Engelbert and Wittmann and on their relationship with 
definition (0.6). 
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I thank K. Janssen and R. K. Getoor for helpful remarks and P. J. Fitzsim-
mons for providing me with another proof of part of Theorem (3.3). 

1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 

In this section we fix notation, and list some properties of excessive measures 
and functions that playa role in the sequel. For a general reference concerning 
resolvents, excessive functions and measures we refer to [4]; in connection with 
processes we refer as well to [2, 11, 7, 12, 10], and concerning especially Ray 
resolvents and Ray compactifications to [11, 7, 21] in addition to [4]. 

In the following let (U ,J a>O denote a substochastic resolvent on a measurable 
space (E,~) with potential kernel U. Our notation for the most part is stan-
dard. For example, by ~, p~, b~ the measurable, resp. positive or bounded 
measurable, functions are denoted. We use the symbol 1\ to denote the point-
wise infimum of two functions; a class of functions is said to be I\-stable if it 
is closed under finite infima. For a class C of functions AC denotes the set 
of all finite infima in C. Following [7], we call a cone C c pb~ a Riesz cone 
if it is I\-stable, if 1 E C, and if ~ = a(C). If {x} E ~ for all x E E then a 
Riesz cone separates the points of E. Furthermore, a vector lattice V c b~ is 
called a Stone space if V contains infima with constants and if ~ = a( V). In 
particular, if C is a Riesz cone then C - C forms a Stone space. 

(1.1) Recall that the potential kernel U is said to be proper if there exists a 
strictly positive function q E ~ such that Uq < 00, and that the resolvent is 
said to be nondegenerate if all kernels Ua are nondegenerate, i.e., Ua(x, ) > 0 
for all a > 0 and all x E E . Of course, (U a) is nondegenerate if 1 is excessive. 
Following Engelbert [7], we call the resolvent (Ua) normal if the function 1 is 
excessive with respect to (UJ and natural if the union of ~-measurable r-
excessive functions (r ~ 0) generates ~. In case the potential kernel is proper 
(U J is natural if and only if the ~-measurable excessive functions generate 
~. Furthermore, following [7], we call a Riesz cone a Ray cone if each of its 
functions is p-supermedian for some p ~ 0 and if (UJ maps C into itself. 

(1.2) Let us denote the class of a-finite positive mesures on (E,~) by L+ (E)-
different from usual notation, but more convenient for our purpose since we 
shall deal only with a-finite measures. Furthermore, as usual, let Lt (E) de-
note the probability measures on (E,~). Recall that a measure m E .ff+(E) 
is called p-excessive with respect to (Ua) if amUp+a increases to m as a 
increases to 00. According to XII-37 of [4], if the resolvent is nondegener-
ate then m E L+(E) is p-excessive if and only if it is p-supermedian, i.e., 
amUp+u $ m for all a> O. 

(1.3) By yP or yp(U) (resp. g'P or g'p(U)) we denote the ~-measurable 
p-supermedian (resp. p-excessive) functions, and by ExcP or ExcP (U) the p-
excessive measures with respect to (U J. As usual, when p = 0 we drop 
the p from our notation and terminology. Following [10], we abbreviate the 
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subclasses of Exc consisting of potentials and of purely excessive measures by 
Pot and Pur, respectively. If f E y p then j = i limaaUa+pf denotes the 
fi-excessive regularization of f. The symbol -< is used for the specific order 
on Excp (as well as on ?p); i.e., if fl, v E Excp then fl -< v if there exists a 
P E Excp such that fl + P = v (accordingly for ?i3), whereas :::; is used for 
the simple or natural order on measures (resp. pointwise order on functions). 

(1.4) On the cartesian product Exc x Y of excessive measures and superme-
dian functions, the energy functional L is defined by (cf. XII-39/40 of [4]): 

L(m ,f) := L(m ,j) := sUP{fl(]): flU E Pot, flU:::; m}. 

It is positive, linear, and increasing in both arguments. In particular, if m 
or f is a potential, i.e., m = flU E Pot or f = Ug, then-provided U is 
proper-the energy functional represents their mass: L(flU, f) = fl(f) and 
L(m, Ug) = m(g). We shall make use of the energy functional only in cases 
where the potential kernel U is proper; then, according to XII-Theorem 38 
of [4], any excessive measure is the increasing limit of potential measures-
analogously as for functions. 

(l.5) For easy reference let us fix some abbreviations for properties of (UJ-
excessive measures and functions that are of special interest in the following 
sections: 

(IE) A-stability of excessive functions: if f, g E? then fAg E ? . 
(UC) Unicity of charges: if flU = vU E Pot then fl = v . 

(UPC) Unicity of point charges: for any x E E, if flU = exU E Pot then 
fl = ex . 

(EPC) Extremality of point charges: for any x E E, ex U lies on an extreme 
ray of Exc (i.e., whenever mE Exc with m -< exU then m = c . exU 
for some constant c E [0 , 1]) . 

(NSP) Natural solidity of potentials: if m E Exc such that m :::; 7C E Pot then 
mE Pot. 

(SSP) Specific solidity of potentials: if m E Exc such that m -< 7C E Pot then 
mE Pot. 

In addition, for some fixed x E E, we define corresponding "local" proper-
ties. 

(lEx) If f, g E? then j/\g(x) = fA g(x). 
(ISx) The cone {f E bY: j(x) = f(x)} is A-stable. 

(UPCx) If flU = exU E Pot then fl = ex· 
(EPCx) exU lies on an extreme ray of Exc. 
(NSPJ If mE Exc such that m :::; exU E Pot then mE Pot. 
(SSPJ If mE Exc such that m -< exU E Pot then mE Pot. 

(1.6) Remarks. (1) If U is proper then the property (UC) is equivalent with the 
property that ? separates the class {fl E L+ (E): flU E L+ (E)} of a-finite 
measures that generate potentials. This class then contains all finite measures 
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on E: since V is proper there exists a function g E p~, with 0 < g and 
Vg ~ 1; using the complete maximum principle (cf. XII-Theorem 28 of [4]) 
one may choose g := En~l(n. 2n)-1 . q1{uq~n} provided q E P~ such that 
o < q < 00 and Vq < 00 • 

(2) It is immediate that (EPCJ implies (SSP x) and that (SSP J together 
with (UPCx ) implies (EPCx ). Thus under (UPCJ, (SSPx ) and (EPCx ) are 
equivalent. 

(3) The resolvent of a right process satisfies (IE); furthermore it satisfies 
(NSP) and (UC) according to the results of [12] mentioned in the introduc-
tion. Therefore by (2), since (NSP) trivially implies (SSP), in particular the 
extremality of point charges (EPC) holds for right processes. 

( 4) For Ray resolvents, the extremality of point charges (EPC) is violated 
exactly at "proper" branch points, i.e., where the branch distribution is not just 
a multiple of a point charge. 

(5) Of course, (EPC) does not imply (NSP); see example (1.7.1). 
(6) (UC) does not imply (IE), as the example of (V,,) on E in (1.7.3) shows. 

On the other hand, (IE) does not imply (UC), as the example (1. 7 .2) of the Ray 
resolvent on K shows. See, however, Lemma (2.4). 

For easy reference we list some examples that may serve to illuminate the 
relations among the different properties of excessive measures. 

(1.7) Examples. (1) Consider the resolvent of translation on R, and restrict 
it to R\O. Then there does not exist a right process nor a right semigroup 
corresponding to this resolvent. 

(2) Consider the Ray resolvent of translation to the right on K:= [0, a] U 
[b, e] (0 < a < b < e), with a branch distribution at a that is (i) unit mass at 
b or (ii) a proper fraction of unit mass at b. Let (Vex) denote the Ray resolvent 
restricted to the space E:= K\{b, e}. Then in example (i) (Vex) corresponds 
to the right process of translation on E with a and b identified; in example 
(ii), however, (Vex) does not correspond to a right process on E, but to a right 
continuous semigroup (see Definition (5.1)). Here the (Vex)-excessive functions 
are A-stable, as well as the excessive functions with respect to the original Ray 
resolvent on K. 

(3) Consider the Ray resolvent of translation to the right on the "fork" K:= 
[0, a] u [bl ,ed u [b2 , e2] with a branch distribution at a that is 1/2 of unit 
mass at both b l and b2 • 

'0 

Let (V J denote the Ray resolvent restricted to the space 

E:= K\{b l ,e l ,b2 , e2 }. 
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Then, as in example (2), (UJ does not correspond to a right process on E, 
but to a right continuous semigroup. Here the (Ua)-excessive functions are not 
A-stable; this is seen by the same example as that usually given for the Ray 
resolvent on K:f= Ion [O,a], f=2 on ]b1,c1L f=O on ]b2 ,c2L 
and g defined the same with only the subscripts at band c exchanged. Then 
f ' g E ~ (U) , but fAg tt ~ (U) . 

2. A TRANSFORMATION OF THE RESOLVENT 

In this section we discuss a transformation of the given resolvent into a re-
solvent with bounded potential kernel and where moreover the function 1 is 
itself a potential. Getoor and Glover [13], and earlier Meyer [18], made use of 
this transformation in the situation where the resolvent corresponds to a right 
process, but one does not need the process for its definition. 

(2.0) Let (UJn>O denote a sub stochastic resolvent on a measurable space (E ,\£) 
with proper and non degenerate potential kernel U, and let q E p~ be such that 
q> 0 and 0 < Uq < 00 . 

From the following lemma it is seen that concerning any of the properties of 
excessive measures and functions listed in (1.5), one can always restrict one's 
considerations to the case where the potential kernel maps the function 1 into 
itself. 

(2.1) Lemma. Given assumptions (2.0) there exists a substochastic resolvent 
(V,,),,>o on (E, \£) with bounded potential kernel V satisfying: 

(i) Vf=(Uq)-IU(qf) for fEP~, in particular VI = 1; 
(ii) Exc( V) = q . Exc( U) ; 
(iii) ~(V) = (Uq)-l . ~(U), Y(V) = (Uq)-l ·Y(U); 
(iv) for f E Y(V): j = (Uq)-l uq: f, where the first regularization is taken 

with respect to (V,,) , the second with respect to (U J . 
Proof. Vf:= (Uq)-l U(qf) (for f E p~) defines a positive kernel on (E, \£) 
satisfying VI = 1. It is easily seen that V satisfies the complete maximum 
principle since U satisfies the domination principle, so there exists a substochas-
tic resolvent (VJa>O with potential kernel V (cf. XII-28, -88 of [4]). This is 
(i). The transformation of the corresponding excessive measures in (ii) and of 
the excessive functions in (iii) follows immediately by approximation by poten-
tials. (Recall that both excessive measures and excessive functions W.r.t. both 
resolvents (UJ and (Va) are increasing limits of potentials since both U and 
V are proper.) Furthermore, recalling that the regularization of a supermedian 
function f is the largest excessive function dominated by f , one obtains state-
ment (iv). It remains to establish the second equality in (iii). This follows at 
once from the fact that, roughly speaking, supermedian functions differ from 
excessive functions only on sets of potential zero, and the latter are the same 
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for U and V. Precisely: 

Y(V) = {I E p~: there exists g E ,w(V) , g ~ I and Vl{g</} = O} 
= {I E pre: there exists h E ,w(U) , h ~ Uq· I and Vl{h<Uq'/} = O} 

= (Uq)-I . {I E p~: there exists hE ,w(U): h ~ I, 
(Uq)-I U(q· l{h</}) = O} 

= (Uq) -I . Y( U), because (Uq) -I U(q . l{h</}) = 0 

if and only if U(I{h</}) = O. D 

In the sequel, without special mention, (VJ will always denote the resolvent 
constructed from (U a) as just explained. 

(2.2) Remarks. (1) As is immediate from (2.1), the transformation relating (VJ 
to (UJ leaves invariant each of the properties of excessive measures and func-
tions listed in (1. 5). 

(2) A property, however, that is not invariant under that transformation is 
that the excessive functions generate the a-algebra rE (i.e., that the resolvent 
is natural). Consider for an example the Ray resolvent of translation on K as 
described in (1.7.2(ii)). 

(3) Another property that is not invariant under that transformation is that 
the vector space of differences of bounded excessive functions forms an algebra; 
this can be seen from the same example (1. 7.2(ii)) as before. 

(2.3) Denote by ct the a-algebra generated by the class {II g: I, g E ,w( U) , 
g> O} of quotients in ,w (U) . 

Obviously, ct coincides with the a-algebra generated by ,w(V). The hypoth-
esis rE = rE' then means that (VJ is natural (see 1.1). Furthermore, rE = rE' im-
plies of course that (UJ is natural as well, since rE :::) a(,w (U)) :::) a(,w (V)) = rE' . 
On the other hand, (UcJ natural does not imply rE = ct , as the example men-
tioned above shows. This is the case, however, if (UJ is moreover normal, 
i.e., if I E ,w ( U) , but this latter condition is not necessary for rE = rE' (consider 
the resolvent (UJ on E in example (1.7.2(ii)) again). See also Lemma (2.5). 

In the following sections we are going to work under the hypotheses (UJ 
natural and normal (i.e., rE = a (,w ( U)) and 1 E ,w ( U)). For most of the 
results on nonbranch points in §§3 and 5, these could be replaced by the weaker 
hypothesis (V,,) natural (see §6 for a discussion); but for the main result in 
§4 characterizing the existence of a right process the assumption 1 E ,w (U) is 
necessary. 

Recall the definitions of properties (IE), (UC), (UPC) from (1.5). 

(2.4) Lemma. In addition to hypotheses (2.0) assume rE = ct. Then (IE) 
implies (UC). 
Proof. According to (2.2) and the related remarks it suffices to prove the state-
ment for the resolvent (V,,). Let J.l V = /IV E Pot( V) , and consider the class 
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~ := {I E ~ (V): I bounded and f.lJf) :5 oo}. Then under the hypotheses 
in the statement, (IE) implies that ~ - ~ forms a Stone space. (~= a(ii) 
follows because any I E ~iV) is the increasing limit of a sequence in ii.) 
Since f.l agrees with v on ~ - ~, f.l = v on <e follows by uniqueness in the 
Daniell-Stone extension theorem (see, e.g., [1]). 0 

(2.5) Lemma. In addition to hypotheses (2.0) assume that (E, <e) is a Souslin 
space, (VcJ is natural, and (UPC) holds lor (Va)' Then <e = ~ . 
Proof. First note that under (UPC), ~(V) separates ~. This follows because, 
if x, y E E were not separated by ~ (V), then ex V = e y V and by (UPC) 
(which holds for (VcJ whenever it holds for (Va)) one obtains ex = ey on 
<e, i.e., x = y since <e separates points. Now both measurable spaces (E, <e) 
and (E, <e') are separable and separated and (E, <e) is Souslin. Therefore 
the Souslin-Lusin Theorem (cf. m.21 of [3]) applied to the identity map from 
(E ,<e) onto (E, <e') yields <e =~. 0 

3. NONBRANCH POINTS: CHARACTERIZATION BY EXCESSIVE MEASURES 

Throughout this and the following sections we consider the situation: 

(3.0) (V,),,>o is a natural and normal (see 1.1) sub stochastic resolvent on a 
Lusin space (E, <e) with a proper potential kernel V. 

Here Lusin means measure isomorphic to a Borel set in some compact metric 
space (cf. III-16b) of [3]). 

We are going to define a notion of a nonbranch point for (VcJ in terms of 
the (VcJ-excessive measures. Under hypotheses (3.0) this definition seems to 
be appropriate, and moreover it turns out to coincide with previous definitions 
given by Engelbert [7] and Wittmann [21]. See §6 for a discussion. 

(3.1) Definition. We call a point x E E a nonbranch point for (VJ if property 
(EPCx) holds, i.e., if exV lies on an extreme ray of Exc(V) (see 1.5). 

Under (3.0), according to Engelbert (see the proof of Theorem 9 in VI of[7]), 
the collection C(V,.(b<e)) := {cAl: c E R+ and IE A(Vn(b<e)) , I ~ O} forms 
a Ray cone for (Va)' which contains a separable Ray cone. Fix such a separable 
Ray cone C in C(V,,(b<e)). Then according to VI-§9 of [7], analogously as in 
[11], there exists a Ray compactification (K, 23(K)) of (E, <e) with respect to 
C with Ray resolvent (Va) extending (V,) . Here 23(K) is the Borel a-algebra 
in K with respect to the Ray topology on K induced by C. Let us denote by 
(P r)t?o the associated Ray semigroup and by D the set of "nonbranch points" 
with respect to (V,,) as usually defined in the Ray context; i.e., xED if 
lim", aV,,(x ,f) = I(x) for any Ray continuous I on K or, equivalently, if 
exP 0 = ex' Let C denote the cone of Ray continuous extensions 7 to K of 
functions I E C on E. 

(3.2) Remarks (see Chapter VI of[7]). (1) Since C is separable K is metrizable 
and 23(K) = a(C). C is a Ray cone with respect to (Vn ); in particular, C 
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separates K and C - C is dense in the class of Ray continuous functions on 
K. 

(2) For any fEC, Vaf:= Va f . For any xEE, exV=exV. DElB(K), 
and (V,,) and (p/) are concentrated on D; i.e., for any x E K, Va(x ,K\D) = 
0= P/(x,K\D) for all a and t. Moreover, restricted to D, (p/) is the 
semigroup of a right process on D with resolvent (V,J. 

(3) lB(K) n E = IE; moreover-since (E, IE) is Lusin- E E lB(K) . 
(4) We may and will assume in the following that there do not exist degenerate 

branch points for (V,J (i.e., points x E K such that exPo = ey and y =1= x). 
This can always be achieved by passing over to the quotient space K/ ~ with 
respect to the equivalence relation: x ~ y if exVa = eyVa for some (all) 
a > o. Since under (3.0), g'( V) separates the points of E, this equivalence 
relation distinguishes the points of E. 

The subsequent result gives a characterization of nonbranch points for (Va) . 
Statement (b2) being equivalent with the others was shown to me by P. J. 
Fitzsimmons, who furthermore kindly allowed me to publish his proof of (a) => 
(b2) => (c). 

(3.3) Theorem. Vnder the hypotheses (3.0), for x E E the following state-
ments are equivalent: 

(a) x is a nonbranch point for (V,); 
(b1) xED, i.e., exPo=ex ; 
(b2) f--:-g(x) = f . g(x) for any f ,g E ~(V); 
(c) /Ag(X) = f 1\ g(x) for any f, g E g'(V); 
(d) for any f E Ag'( V), j(x) = f(x); 
(e) there exists a I\-stable cone Co C {f E bY'(V): j(x) = f(x)} such that 

b~(V) c Co; 
(f) the cone Cx := {f E bY'(V): j(x) = f(x)} is I\-stable. 

Remark. This means, in particular, that under (3.0) the properties (EPC) , 
(lEx) ,and (ISx ) from (1.5) are equivalent among each other and, moreover, are 
equivalent with a localized version (b2) of bg'( V) - bg'( V) being an algebra. 
Note that the equivalence of (b 1) and (b2) with the other statements relies 
on the fact that the function 1 is excessive, i.e., (VJ normal, and that (b 1) 
and (b2) are not invariant under the transformation of (Va) to (Va) in (2.1). 
(Consider, e.g., the resolvent (Va) on E in example (1.7.2(ii)).) See (6.7), 
(6.9) for generalizations of (3.3). 
Proof. We are going to prove (a) => (b2) => (c) first, then (a) => (b1) => (c), and 
finally the equivalence of (c)-(f) with (a). 

(a) => (b2) => (c) (Fitzsimmons): First of all note that bY' - bY' is a vector 
lattice and moreover an algebra. The latter follows from the fact that for any 
fE-bY' by Jensen's inequality f2 E -bY' follows. Extending the regu-
larization ~ to bY' - bY' by linearity yields g(x) = lim" aVag(x) for any 
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g E bY - bY. This shows that ~ is monotone on bY - bY and that 
the mapping g 1--+ g(x) is continuous in the uniform norm on bY - bY. -Now fix g E bY - bY with 0 S g S 1, and define ml(f) := g. Vf(x) , -m 2(f) := (1 - g). Vf(x) for f E p~. Clearly, each m i is additive and 
m l + m2 = exV; thus each m i defines a measure on (E,~), which is moreover 
excessive, obviously. By (a), i.e., by (EPC) , mi = ciexV for ci E [0,1], and 
here c i +c2 = 1 since 1 Eg'(V). 

Choosing a sequence (Vfn) of potentials increasing to 1, we obtain c i Vfn(x) 
~ = ml(fn) = g·Vfn(x) S g(x) , and thus c i S g(x); analogously, c2 S -----(1 - g)(x) = 1 - g(x). This implies c i = g(x) and c2 = 1 - g(x). Hence we 

obtain ---(*) g. Vf(x) = g(x)· Vf(x) for all g E bY - bY and all f E p~. 

Let f E g' be the increasing limit of potentials V fn ; then, as above, 

~ - -g. f(x) = limg· Vf. (x) S limg· Vf. (x) = limg(x)· Vf. (x) = g(x)· f(x) n n n n n n -and analogously (1 - g). f(x) S (1 - g(x»· f(x) , which implies: 

(**) g~(x) = g(x)· f(x) for all g E bY - bY and all f E bg' - bg' 

(after taking differences). This, in ~rticular, yields (b2). Since, on the other 
hand, for f, g E bY, f--:-g(x) = j. g(x), (b2) implies f.g(x) = j(x). g(x) 
for all f, g E bY - bY and, in particular, is equivalent with (**). Hence, 
from (b2) by induction on (**) we obtain r(x) = (f(x»n for all f E bg'-
bg', n EN. Therefore p-;;f(x) = p 0 f(x) for all polynomials p and all 
f E bl' - bl'. Now, given f E bg' - bg', uniform approximation of the 
absolute value function on [-llfll, Ilfll] by a sequence of polynomials (Pn) 
leads to 

~ - ............--Ifl(x) = lim Pn 0 f(x) = lim Pn 0 f(x) = lim Pn 0 f(x) = Ifl(x). 
n n n 

Since f 1\ g = ~(f + g - If - gl) the desired result (c) follows for any two 
functions f, g E bg' and thus for any f, g E g' . 

(a) => (b 1) => (c). Recall the properties of the Ray resolvent (V,.) on (K, 
!B(K». Since ~ = !B(K)nE and E E !B(K) we may and will identify measures 
on K that are carried by E with their restrictions to E. We claim that GxP 0 = 
ex provided (EPC) holds. Let A E !B(K) and define III := exP OIA and 
112 := exP OIAc as measures on (K, !B(K» carried by D. Then we have exV = 
exV = exP oV = (Ill + 112)V, Hence l1iV is concentrated on E for i = 1,2; 
as a measure on E, l1i V is furthermore excessive with respect to (V,.) since 
l1iVV" = l1iVV,,; besides III V + 112 V = exV. Consequently, (EPC) implies 
l1iV = ciexV with constants ci E [0,1]. Hence c2111 V = CI112V as measures 
on !B(K) carried by D. By the principle of unicity of charges (UC) for (V J 
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on D (see 1.6.3) we must have C2J.i. 1 = CIJ.i.2' and since both measures are 
carried by disjoint sets both are zero. Since exPo I- 0 we conclude that either 
c i = 0 and exP o(A) = 0 or c2 = 0 and exP o(AC ) = 0 hold. But A E !.B(K) 
was arbitrary, so P o(x, ) = ye y for some y E D and some y E]O, 1], and 
because 1 E iff(U) we must have y = 1, thus y = x since there do not exist 
degenerate branch points for (U(.); this is (bl). 

Furthermore, since restricted to D, (U J is the resolvent of a right process 
any two (UJ-excessive functions h, k satisfy h 1\ k(x) = hAk(x) for all 
xED. Now let I, g E iff(U) be the increasing limits of potentials Uln , 
resp. U gn' and extend In and gn to K by setting them equal to zero on 
K\E . Denoting the extensions by f n' g n we obtain (U ,J-excessive functions 
f := 1 limn Ufn and g :=1 limn Ugn which on E agree with I and g, 
respectively. Hence since x E EnD one obtains 

IAg(x) = limaU (f 1\ g)(x) = limaU (71\ g)(x) 
Q a Q Q 

~ 

= f 1\ g(x) = f 1\ g(x) = 11\ g(x). 

( c) => (d) by induction. 
(d) => (e) by defining Co := Abiff(U). 
(e) => (f): Let I, g E b.9(U) satisfying j(x) = I(x) and g(x) = g(x). 

T~n j, g E biff(U) , and Abiff(U) c Co' Hence I 1\ g(x) = j 1\ g(x) = 

j 1\ g(x) :::; IA g(x) :::; I 1\ g(x) . 
(f) => (a): Since 1 E iff(U) and iff(U) generates <e, the cone Cx in (f) is 

a Riesz cone. Let m l , m 2 E Exc(U) and exU = m l + m 2 . Then, with the 
energy functional L on Exc x.9 (see 1.4) we have for any IE Cx : I(x) = 

j(x) = L(exU ,j) = L(exU ,f) = L(ml ,f) + L(m2' I). Now L(mi") form 
positive linear functionals on the Stone space Cx - Cx the sum of which is 
ex' Consequently, by the Daniell-Stone extension theorem (see, e.g., [1]) each 
is represented by a measure Vi on <e. Hence on <e, ex = VI + v2 ' implying 
Vi = ciex for i = 1,2 and ci E [0,1] with c i + c2 = 1. But then m i = viU = 
ciex U , which completes the proof. 0 

In the following let us denote by N the set 01 nonbranch points lor (U(J. 
Then, by the equivalence of (a) and (d) in Theorem (3.3) it is seen that N can 
be represented as the intersection over all I E Aiff( U) of the sets {j = I} . 
Since <e is countably generated we may as well choose a countable subcone 
{In: n E N} of Abiff (U) to represent N, i.e., N = nn {jn = In}' Define 
g:= Ln 2-nlllnll- l . In; then {g I- g} = Un{jn I- In} and hence N = {g = g} 
as well for one single function g E b.9( U) that is the increasing limit of the 
functions LZ=I rkll/kll-I ·Ik • This shows particularly that N is measurable 
in (E, <e). Since for any IE.9( U), uaj = Ual, we conclude that (Ua) has 
its mass concentrated on N, and so does any (U )-excessive measure. From a 
the equivalence of (3.3)(a) and (c) it is seen by Lemma (2.4) that for (Ua ) on N 
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the principle of unicity of charges (UC) holds. Summing up these observations 
we obtain: 

(3.4) Corollary. The set N of nonbranch points for (U,,) has the following 
properties: 

(a) There exist a countable subcone Co c Ab~( U) and some function g E 
b.9(U) that is the increasing limit off unctions in Co such that 

N = n {j = f} = n {j = f} = {g = g} ; 
fEAW(U) fEeo 

in particular N E It. 
(b) For any x E E, UoJx ,E\N) = 0 for all Q;::: 0, andforany mE Exc(U) , 

m(E\N) = O. 
(c) (UC) holds for (U,,J on N; i.e., whenever fl, v E ./1+ (E) are concen-

trated on N with flU = vU E Pot( U), then fl = v. 0 

Another characterization of nonbranch points in terms of excessive measures 
is the following: 

(3.5) Theorem. Let x E E. Then under (3.0), x is a nonbranch point for 
(U,J, i.e., xEN, ifandonlyifproperties (UPCx ) and (SSPJ hold. (See 1.5 
for definitions.) 

Proof. To prove necessity assume (EPCx )' Then (SSPx ) follows, and it re-
mains to show (UPCJ. For this let ex U = vU E Pot for some v E ./1+ (E) . 
According to (3.3.bl), exPo = ex' hence vPo and ex are measures on D 
such that vPoU = exU holds. But (UC) for (Ua ) restricted to D implies 
vP 0 = ex' Therefore eyP 0 = y(y) . ex with y(y) E [0,1], for v-almost all 
y E K. Since 1 E ~, v E ~+ (E) ,i.e., v is a probability measure on E; thus 
POlK = 1 implies that for v-almost all y E K we have y(y) = POI K(y) = 1; 
however, there are no degenerate branch points, and v = ex follows. Second, 
to prove sufficiency assume (UPCJ and (SSPx ) and let exU = m l + m 2 with 
m i E Exc. Then by (SSP x), m i = viU E Pot for i = 1,2, and furthermore by 
(UPCJ ex = VI + v2 follows. Consequently, Vi = ciex with ci E [0, 1]. 0 

As a consequence of Theorems (3.3) and (3.5) the following characterization 
of the situation where all points in E are nonbranch points is immediate. 

(3.6) Corollary. The following properties with respect to the resolvent (UJ are 
equivalent (under (3.0)): 

(a) All points in E are nonbranch points; 
(bl) E cD; 
(b2) b~ - b~ forms an algebra; 
(c) ~ (U) is /\-stable; 
(d) (SSP) and (UC) hold; 
(e) (SSP) and (UPC) hold. 
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Proof. The equivalence of the first four statements results from Theorem (3.3); 
(e) => (a) by (3.5); (d) => (e) is trivial. It remains to show (c) => (d). But under 
(c), bW(U) forms a Riesz cone, and an argument analogous to the proof of 
(f) => (a) in (3.3) gives (SSP); (UC) finally follows according to (2.4). D 

4. EXISTENCE OF A BOREL RIGHT PROCESS 

In this section the setup is the same as in §3. 

(4.0) We assume we are given a resolvent (Ua ) on a Lusin space (E. IE) subject 
to hypotheses (3.0). 

We are going to give a characterization of when there exists a Borel right 
process on (E. IE) with resolvent (UJ in terms of conditions on the (Ua )-

excessive measures. Recall the definitions of properties (UC), (UPC) , (SSP), 
and (NSP) from (1.5) and definition (3.1) of a nonbranch point for (Ua ). As 
mentioned in Remark (1.6.3), if (Ua ) corresponds to a right process on (E. IE) 
then (Ua ) satisfies both (UC) and (NSP), hence also (UPC). Using the same 
notation as in §3, by (K. ~(K)) we denote the Ray compactification of E 
with respect to a fixed Ray cone C c C(Ua(b~)) (as below 3.1), (Ua) and 
(PI) denote the associated Ray resolvent, resp. semigroup, and D = {x E 
K: P o(x. ) = ex}' Recall the properties of these objects as listed in (3.2). 

The next theorem establishes the main result that properties (UPC) and 
(NSP) are not only necessary but also sufficient for the existence of a right 
process corresponding to the given resolvent. 

(4.1) Theorem. Under hypotheses (3.0). there exists a (transient) Borel right 
process on (E. IE) with resolvent (UJ if and only if (UPC) and (NSP) are 
satisfied with respect to (U J . 
Remark. Here "there exists a Borel right process" means: there exists a topology 
on E that generates the given Borel structure, and there exists a strong Markov 
process on (E. IE) that is a Borel right process (in the sense of [11]) in this 
topology. 

Proof. The necessity is well known from [12]; see Remark (1.6.3). To prove 
sufficiency observe first that according to (3.6) (NSP) and (UPC) imply E cD. 
Now let Y denote the Ray process on (K. ~(K)) associated with (U a) and 
X its restriction to D. Recall that E E ~(K) and E n ~(K) = IE such that 
the restriction of a measure on (K. ~(K)) to E forms a measure on (E. IE) 
and vice versa. Again, as in the proof of (3.3), we identify measures on K 
that are concentrated on E with their restrictions. We claim that for any 
measure Il E ~+ (E), IlPL is the zero measure for any compact set L in 
K\E (where PL denotes the hitting kernel for the set L with respect to the 
process X). Since IlPL U ~ IlU = IlU, which is concentrated on E, IlPL U 
is concentrated on E as well. Moreover, it is excessive with respect to (Ua ) 
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because j.LPLVVa = j.LPLVVa , and j.LPLV S j.LV; so by (NSP) j.LPLV is a 
potential, say vV E Pot( V). Then v V equals j.LPL V since both measures are 
concentrated on E and agree on E; hence applying the unicity of charges (UC) 
w.r.t. (Va) on D (see Remark 1.6.3) we obtain v = j.LPL . But both measures 
are carried by disjoint sets, thus both are zero. Now (by the assumption (E, <E) 
Lusin) the set D\E is Borel in K as well; therefore according to Theorem 
12.15 of [11], there exists an increasing sequence (Ln) of compact sets in D\E 
such that the hitting times TLn decrease to TD\E a.s. pJ1.. Hence, 

PJ1.(TD\E < 00) =jlim PJ1.(TLn < 00) = 0, 

and j.LPD\E = 0 follows. Consequently, for any j.L E ~+(E), a.s. pJ1. the 
process X does not hit the set D\E; i.e., D\E is pJ1. -evanescent for X. 
Therefore the restriction of X to paths in E yields a Borel right process on 
(E ,<E) with resolvent (Va)' 0 

We are going to list some easy consequences of Theorem (4.1). 

(4.2) Corollary. Vnderhypotheses (3.0), (Va) istheresolventofa (transient) 
Borel right process on (E, <E) if and only if the excessive functions are A-stable 
and the measure potentials satisfy the solidity property (NSP). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem (4.1), Lemma (2.4), and Re-
mark (1.6.3). 0 

In Chapter II, §3 of [7] Engelbert introduces the term "standard resolvent"; 
he shows (see Theorem 9 there) that a resolvent is standard if and only if it 
is normal and natural (see 1.1) and if ft" is A-stable for all r ~ o. In case 
the potential kernel is proper it is easily seen that ft" A-stable for all r ~ 0 is 
equivalent with ft' A-stable (see also 6.1.3). Hence for standard resolvents the 
result (4.2) reads as follows. 

(4.3) Corollary. A standard resolvent (VJ with proper potential kernel on a 
Lusin space (E, <E) is the resolvent of a (transient) Borel right process if and 
only if the property (NSP) holds for (Va)' 0 

Furthermore, result (4.1) allows us to characterize the subspaces of compact 
metric spaces that may serve as state spaces of right processes with respect to a 
given Ray resolvent. 

( 4.4) Corollary. Let K be a compact metric space, and let (Wa) be a sub-
stochastic Ray resolvent on (K, ~(K)) with proper potential kernel. Further-
more, let E E ~(K) be a subspace of the nonbranch points of (Wa) to which the 
resolvent may be restricted (i.e., Wa(x, K\E) = 0 for all x E E and a > 0). 
Denote the restriction of (Wa) to E by (VJ, and define <E:= E n ~(K). Then 
(VJ is the resolvent of a (transient) Borel right process on (E, <E) if and only 
if the property (NSP) holds for (Va). 
Proof. The statement follows from (4.3) once one knows that (Va) is a 
standard resolvent on (E, <E). Since .9(W) n ~(K)IE c ft'( V) , and ~(K) = 
a(.9(W) n ~(K)), the resolvent (V,,) is natural. Furthermore, since E is a 
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subspace of the nonbranch points of (Wa ), 1 E ~(U) and ~(U) is A-stable. 
Thus (U J is standard. 0 

5. EXISTENCE OF A RIGHT CONTINUOUS SEMIGROUP 

Again in this section the setup is the same as before. 

(5.0) We assume we are given a resolvent (UJ on a Lusin space (E, IE) subject 
to hypotheses (3.0). 

The set of nonbranch points for (UJ (see Definition 3.1) will again be de-
noted by N. We are going to give a characterization of when there exists a right 
continuous semigroup on (E, IE) with resolvent (Ua ) in terms of conditions 
on the (UJ-excessive measures. First, following Engelbert (see Chapter III, §5 
of [7]) we give a general definition of a right continuous semigroup. 

(5.1) Definition. Let (PI)t>o be a semigroup of sub stochastic kernels on (E, IE) . 
Let 9f denote the convex cone of all bounded (PI)-supermedian functions f 
for which t t---+ PJ(x) is right continuous on the open interval ]0, oo[ for all 
x E E. (PI) is called right continuous (on ]0, ooD if the cone 9f is A-stable. 

(5.2) Remarks. (1) Whenever there exists a right continuous semigroup with 
resolvent (Ua ) it is unique, since Laplace transformation is one-one on right 
continuous functions. 

(2) Let (PI) be a right continuous semigroup on (E. IE) with resolvent (UJ. 
Then the following facts are immediate: Any f E 9f satisfies PJ = pJ for 
t > O. The set Ab~( U) of all finite infima of bounded excessive functions 
is contained in 9f. Hence 9f forms a Ray cone for (UJ. Furthermore, 9f 
is closed under bounded increasing limits. In particular, in the representation 
for N of (3.4.a), N = {g = g}, g is a function in 9f since it is a bounded 
increasing limit in Ab~(U). 

The following characterization of right continuity is due to Engelbert; cf. 
Theorem 16 in Chapter III, § 5 of [7]. 

(5.3) Lemma. Let (Pt ) be a measurable semigroup on (E. IE) with resolvent 
(UJ. The following properties are equivalent: 

(i) (PI) is right continuous; 
(ii) for all f E A~( U) the function t t---+ PI(x ,f) is right continuous for any 

xEE. 0 

If (UJ is the resolvent of a semigroup (PI) then since (UJ is concentrated 
on N (see 3.4) so are the kernels PI for almost all t> O. The next proposition 
shows that right continuity is characterized by the fact that all the kernels PI 
for t > 0 are carried by N. 

(5.4) Proposition. Let (PI)I>O be a measurable semigroup on (E, IE) with re-
solvent (UJ. Then (PI) is right continuous if and only if PI(x. E\N) = 0 for 
all t > 0 and all x E E . 
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Proof. Necessity follows from the remarks in (5.2.2) since N = {g = g} for 
some g E ~ and Ptg = Ptg for t> O. Sufficiency is seen as follows: If (Pt) 
is concentrated on N, then from the representation N = njEAS"(U) {j = f} 
(see 3.4.a) we obtain PJ = pJ for all t > 0 and all f E Ag'(V); thus 
lims1t Ps(x, f) = limSlt Ps(x, j) = p/(x, j) = Pt(x, f) for any x E E. Conse-
quently, the right continuity follows from Engelbert's result (5.3). 0 

Recall the definition of an entrance law (17t )/>o with respect to a measurable 
semigroup (p/)/>o on (E, <:); i.e., (17/)/>0 is a family of a-finite measures 
17/ E ./(+ (E) such that 17sP/ = 17s+! for all s, t > O. We are going to give a 
definition of an entrance law with respect to a resolvent, which is compatible 
with the above. 

(5.5) Definition. A family (17t )t>o of a-finite measures 17t E ./(+(E) is called 
an entrance law with respect to (VJ if t 1-+ 17t (f) is Lebesgue measurable 
for any f E p~ and if the following relation holds for all a ~ 0: 17/ Va = 

0/ roo -<>s d e Jt e 17s s. 
The following proposition shows that for right continuous semigroups (Pt ) 

the terms "entrance law w.r.t. (p/) " and "entrance law w.r.t. (Va)" coincide 
under some finiteness condition. 

(5.6) Proposition. Assume hypotheses (3.0). Let (VJ be the resolvent of a 
right continuous semigroup (Pt) , and let (17/)t>o be afamily of a-finite measures 
such that t 1-+ 17/(f) is Lebesgue measurable for any f E p~ and such that 
fooo 17/ dt is a-finite. Then (17t ) is an entrance law with respect to (p/) if and 
only if (17/) is an entrance law with respect to (Va) and there exists a Riesz 
cone C c ~ containing bg'(V) such that t 1-+ 17/(f) is right continuous for 
all fEe and such that for any t > 0 there is an h E C, h > 0, satisfying 
17t V"h < 00 for all a > O. In addition, if (17t ) is an entrance law then it is 
concentrated on N. 
Proof. =>: Set C:= ~ . Then using 17/ = 17sPt-s for 0 < s < t we obtain the 
measurability in (5.5) by measurability of (Pt ) , the right continuity of t 1-+ 17t (f) 
for f E ~ by definition of ~ , and the additional statement that (17/) is 
concentrated on N by (5.4). Furthermore, the integral equality for 17/Va in 
(5.5) is immediate by Laplace transformation. Finally, let m := fooo 17t dt; then 
for g> 0 with m(g) < 00, the function h := Vg satisfies 17tVah :::; m(g) < 00. 

F 0 b · roo -a/ P d V as J.oo -at d 
¢:: : or s, t > we 0 tam: Jo e 17s / t = 17s a = e s e 17t t = 

fooo e -(>/ 17s+! dt ; thus particularly for all fEe 1\ h the Laplace transforms of 
17sPt(f) and 17s+/(f) are finite and coincide. Since for fEe 1\ h both t 1-+ 

17sP/(f) and t 1-+ 17s+!(f) are right continuous, the Laplace transformation is 
one-one for those functions, which implies 17sP/(f) = 17s+/(f) for all fEe I\h , 
hence 17sP/ = 17s+! since C 1\ h - C 1\ h forms a Stone space. 0 

We now come to the main result of this section, the characterization of the 
existence of a right continuous semigroup with resolvent (VJ. Recall that 
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mE ./(+(E) is purely excessive (i.e., mE Pur(U)) if mE Exc(U) and exmUa 

tends to zero as ex 1 0 . 

(5.7) Theorem. Under hypotheses (3.0) there exists a (unique) right continu-
ous semigroup (PI) 1>0 with resolvent (U J if and only if the following condition 
(ENT) holds: 

{

For any m E Pur(U) there exists a (unique) entrance law 
(111)1>0 with respect to (U ) that represents m (i.e., 

(ENT) 00 a 
m = fo 111 dt) and is concentrated on N (i.e., 111(E\N) = 0 
for all t > 0). 

Proof. Necessity of (ENT) is seen by the result [16] of Janssen mentioned in 
the introduction: (PI) is supposed to be right continuous, hence according to 
(5.4) (PI) is concentrated on N. Recalling the properties of N stated in (3.4), 
one sees that the space (N. <e l N) and the restrictions of m, ( U a)' and (PI) 
to N satisfy the hypotheses of Janssen's result (the corollary of Theorem 1 in 
[16])-in particular, (N, <eIN ) is Lusin and (UC) is satisfied w.r.t. (Ua ) on N 
according to (3.4). Hence there exists a (unique) entrance law (111) w.r.t. (UJ 
that represents m and is concentrated on N. 

To prove sufficiency of (ENT), for x E E consider the entrance law (11;)1>0 
representing exU E Exc(U). We claim that PI(x. ):= 11; for x E E and 
t > 0 defines the desired semigroup. First, note that for potentials U g E ~ , it 
follows by definition (5.5) with ex 1 0 that l1;(Ug) = ftoo ll;(g)ds (*) holds. 
Therefore l1;(Ug) ::s exUg = Ug(x) , and by choosing a sequence (Ugn ) i 1 
one obtains 11; 1 ::s 1 for all t and x. Furthermore, the function t f-+ 11; (f) is 
right continuous and finite for all f E Ab~ (U). This is immediate for bounded 
potentials U g using relation (*) again, and it follows for all f E Ab~( U) by 
approximating j from below by bounded potentials (since (,,;) is concentrated 
on {j = f}-see 5.2.2). Therefore, by Lemma (3.12) of [11] we obtain thejoint 
measurability of (t .x) f-+ 11;(/) for any f E Ab~(U). Since Ab~(U) forms 
a Riesz cone, this implies the joint measurability of (t , x) f-+ 11; (f) for any f E 
p~. Furthermore, since for all ex > 0 and all x E E the subsequent equalities 
hold, the resolvent equation implies the representation ex U a = fooo e -as 11; ds : 

x ~ -~ X 100 100 foo exexUU",=ex 0 llI U",dt=ex 0 lee lls dsdt 

-as X -as X 100 100 = 0 (l-e )l1s ds =exU- 0 e lls ds. 

Hence, (Ua ) forms the Laplace transform of the kernels PI' t> O. The right 
continuity of (PI) follows as well from the right continuity of t f-+ PJ(x) for 
any x E E and f in the Riesz cone Ab~(U). It remains to show the semi-
group property: By the same argument as in the first part of the proof applied 
to the function PJ = pJ one sees that t f-+ l1;(PJ) is right continuous for 
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any f E Ab~ (U) and any s > O. Therefore, by unicity of Laplace transforms, 
from the equalities 

1000 e-as~;(PJ)ds = ~;(Uaf) = ! e-as~:+t(f)ds 
we conclude ~;(PJ) = ~:+t(f) for all Sot> 0 and all f E Ab~(U); hence 
~; Ps = ~:+t ' which yields the semigroup property PtPs = PHt for all sot> O. 
Consequently, (Pt)t>o defined by Pt(x 0 ):=~; for t> 0 and x E E forms a 
sub stochastic right continuous semigroup with resolvent (Ua ); this establishes 
the sufficiency of the statement (uniqueness is clear by 5.2.1). 0 

Of course, by means of Theorems (4.1) and (5.7) it is obvious that properties 
(UPC) and (NSP) imply property (ENT), since any right process possesses a 
right continuous semigroup. A direct way of proving this can be obtained by 
reworking Fitzsimmons' proof in [9] in terms of the resolvent (in place of the 
semigroup). 

6. REMARKS ON GENERALIZATIONS 

This final section contains generalizations of the main results. We consider 
possible weakening of hypotheses (3.0), in particular the situation where the 
assumption" U proper" is dropped. Finally, the relation of our definition of a 
nonbranch point to those of Engelbert and Wittmann is discussed. 

Let us start with the situation (3.0) without the transience assumption: 

(6.0) (UJa>O is a sub stochastic natural and normal resolvent on a Lusin space 
(Eo\E). 

Then, naturally, our definition (3.1) of a nonbranch point for (Ua ) no longer 
makes sense in general-as, e.g., an example like (l. 7.3) suitably modified into 
a motion on a circle shows, since then there are no potentials except the zero 
measure. The proper definition, however, involves the r-potentials for r > O. 
Before stating it, we make a few preliminary remarks. To simplify notation let 
(U:') denote the resolvent (Ur+Ja>O for r 2: O. Then, of course, ~r (U) = 
~(Ur) and Excr (U) = Exc( Ur) , for r 2: O. 

(6.1) Remarks. (1) For any r > s > 0 and any a-finite measure m E .,/1+ (E) 
the following is true: m E Excs ( U) if and only if there exists a measure 
m' E Excr(U) such that m = m'(I + (r - s)Us). If m = sUPn,unUs with 
,un Us E PotS (U), then m' = sUPn,un Ur with ,un Ur E Pot' (U). If, moreover, 
the potential kernel U is proper, then the statment holds for any r > s 2: O. 

(2) Remark (1) implies that each of the properties of excessive measures listed 
in (1.5) is satisfied with respect to the resolvent (U:') if and only if it is satisfied 
with respect to (U~), for any r 0 s > 0 (resp., for any r 0 s 2: 0 provided U is 
proper). To see this note that for r> s > 0 with (r - s) sufficiently small, the 
inverse operator of (I + (r - s)Us) exists and is given by l:nENo((S - r)Us)n; 
furthermore, in case U is proper, recall from (2.3.1) that all properties in (l.5) 
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are invariant under the transformation of (2.1), and the transform (Va) has a 
bounded potential kernel such that for r > s = 0 the same argument applies. 

(3) Accordingly, each of the A-stability properties of supermedian and ex-
cessive functions in (1.5) holds with respect to the resolvent (U~) if and only 
if it holds with respect to (U~), for any r, s > 0 (resp., r, s ~ 0 provided U 
is proper). We give the proof, e.g., for the property (IE). The argument applies 
whether r> s or s > r: If g" is A-stable and f, g E bg's , then fAg E yS 
and 

lim aUH (f A g) = lim pU +p(f A g) + (r - s)· lim U,+p(f A g) a--OO n p --00 ' p--oo 
= lim PU,+p(f A g) = fAg, 

p--oo 

and the A-stability of bg's implies the A-stability of g's . 
Remark (6.1.2) implies that the subsequent definition for a nonbranch point 

extends Definition (3.1) to the situation defined in (6.0). 

(6.2) Definition. We call a point x E E a nonbranch point for (Ua ) if, for 
some r> 0, x is a nonbranch point for (U~) in the sense of Definition (3.1). 

Of course, as a consequence of (6.1.2), the term "some r> 0" in (6.2) may 
be replaced by "any r> 0", and in case the potential kernel is proper, by "some 
(any) r ~ 0". Furthermore, according to Remarks (6.1), the results of §3 may 
be carried over to this situation to yield, among others, especially the following 
characterization. 

(6.3) Corollary. Under hypotheses (6.0), x E E is a nonbranch point for (UJ 
(in the sense of 6.2) if and only if one of the following equivalent conditions is 
satisfied: 

(i) /Ag(X) = fA g(x) for any f ,g E g'(U') , for some (any) r> 0; 
(ii) the cone {f E bY' (U): j(x) = f(x)} is A-stable for some (any) r> 0; 
(iii) (SSPx ) and (Upe) hold for (U~) for some (any) r> O. 

Moreover, if the potential kernel is proper, " r > 0" may be replaced by " r ~ 0 " 
in each of statements (i) through (iii). 0 

As well as the characterization of nonbranch points, the main results of §§4 
and 5 carry over to this more general situation: 

(6.4) Corollary. Under hypotheses (6.0), there exists a Borel right process on 
(E,~) with resolvent (UJ if and only if properties (UPC) and (NSP) are 
satisfied for the resolvent (U~) for some (any) r> O. 
Proof. Necessity is clear by applying Theorem (4.1) to the r-subprocess. As 
to the sufficiency, (4.1) provides a right process with resolvent (U~) for some 
r > 0, i.e., measures r pX on path space for x E E. Consider the space-
time process associated with ' pX , which is a Borel right process on (E x R, 
~®lJ3(R)). Let h denote the function (x ,s) f--+ exp(rs) on Ex R; h is easily 
seen to be excessive with respect to the space-time semigroup. Now the h-
transform of the space-time process yields another Borel right process on Ex R 
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(cf. XVI-28 of [4]), and its projection onto the first coordinate gives the desired 
Borel right process on E with resolvent (U(J, as is readily checked. The reason 
for this lies in the particular form of the function h, which is independent of 
the first variable and is such that it compensates the "killing at rate r". 0 

(6.5) Corollary. Under hypotheses (6.0), there exists a (unique) right continu-
ous semigroup (PI) with resolvent (UJ if and only if the condition (ENT) (see 
5.7) holds for the resolvent (U~) for some (any) r> O. 

Proof. Necessity as in the proof of (6.4); sufficiency similarly: Theorem (5.7) 
provides a right continuous semigroup (p/) with resolvent (U~) for some r > 
0; it is easily seen that PI := e'l p/ for t > 0 is independent of r > 0 and thus 
defines the desired right continuous semigroup (PI) with resolvent (Un)' 0 

So far we have seen that the assumption on the potential kernel to be proper 
in the previous sections only simplified the presentation. What remains to be 
discussed are the assumptions on the underlying space (E, IC) and on the rela-
tion of IC with the (UJ-excessive functions. For the results of §3 the assump-
tion (E ,IC) U-space (cf. [11]) instead of Lusin would suffice; (E, IC) U-space is 
needed in the proof of (a) '* (b 1) '* (c) in Theorem (3.3), because some measur-
ability of E in the Ray compactification is required. The implication (a) '* (bI) 
is used moreover in the proofs of Theorems (3.5) and (4.1). As Fitzsimmons 
pointed out to me, there is a direct way of proving (3.5) without using the Ray 
compactification. The proof of the main result in §4, Theorem (4.1), needs some 
measurability of E in the Ray compactification that is "better than universally 
measurable", since the state space of a right process is nearly Ray Borel (see, 
e.g., [17]). An example pointed out to me by T. S. Salisbury (cf. [20]) shows 
that Theorem (4.1) with (E, IC) aU-space instead of Lusin is not right. As in 
§3, the main result in §5, Theorem (5.7), only requires (E, IC) to be aU-space, 
as does Janssen's result that is used in the proof of (5.7). Here, moreover, the 
assumption" (U,,) natural and normal" may be replaced by the weaker hypoth-
esis "IC = IC' (as defined in 2.3)". The reason is that the proof of this more 
general statement may be reduced to the situation of (5.7) by applying a Doob 
transformation to the semigroup and entrance law in question. 

Recall the notion of the transformed resolvent (V,,) from (2.1), the definition 
of IC' from (2.3), and the remarks below (2.3). 

As to the results on non branch points, the most general situation in which 
some characterization as in Theorem (3.3) is still valid is the following: 

(6.6) (U,,) is a substochastic nondegenerate resolvent on a measurable space 
(E , IC) , where IC is generated by the class of quotients of measurable r-excessive 
functions for some (all) r> O. 

For reasons of simplicity, however, we state the subsequent results again 
under the additional assumption that U is proper; then the condition on the 
a-algebra is equivalent with" IC = IC' ." 
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(6.7) Corollary. Assume the situation of (6.6) and suppose in addition that the 
potential kernel V is proper. Then for x E E the properties (EPCx)' (IEJ, 
and (ISx ) are equivalent among each other and with the following properties 
( with respect to the resolvent (V,,)): 

f--:-g(x) = f(x)· g(x) for all f, g E ?(V); 
f--:-g(x) = j(x) . g(x) for all f ,g E Y(V); 

(* * *) {f E bY(V) - bY(V): j(x) = f(x)} is product stable. 
If, in addition, I E ?(V), then one may as well replace (V,,) by (VJ in (*)-
(***). 
Proof. Under the given hypotheses, (VJ becomes a natural and normal re-
solvent on (E, Q!) with proper potential kernel V satisfying VI = I. In 
particular-aside from the assumption that (E, Q!) is Lusin- (VJ satisfies 
hypotheses (3.0). An investigation of the proof of Theorem (3.3) shows that 
the assumption (E, Q!) Lusin is used only in connection with the Ray com-
pactification, i.e., in the part (a) => (bl) => (c). Hence the proof of (3.3) with 
Fitzsimmons's version of (a) => (c) via (b2) shows the equivalence of (EPCx)' 
(lEx)' (IS), and (*) with respect to (VJ. The equivalence of (**) and (* * *) 
with (*) is immediate. Since the first three properties are invariant under the 
transformation of (V,,) to (V,,), the first part is established. The second part 
follows from the fact that, if I E ?( V) then property (*) is invariant under 
the transformation of (V,,) to (VJ in (2.1), which is easily seen from (2.1) 
using (Vq)-l E ?(V). 0 

(6.8) Corollary. Assume the situation of (6.6) and suppose in addition that the 
potential kernel V is proper. Then properties (EPC) , (IE), and (SSP) together 
with (UPC) or (UC) are equivalent among each other and with the property 
that b?(V) - b?(V) forms an algebra. If, in addition, I E ?(V), then the 
statement that b?( V) - b?( V) forms an algebra is equivalent as well. 
Proof. The statement follows as in (6.7) from the proof of (3.6). 0 

We conclude this section with a few remarks on the definitions of nonbranch 
points by Engelbert and Wittmann. 

In Chapter III, §4 of [7], Engelbert defines a non branch point for a natural 
and normal resolvent as a point at which all r-excessive functions (r 2:: 0) are 
essentially stochastically continuous (cf. Definition 18 of I, § I of [7]). In case 
of a proper potential kernel this definition is equivalent with the statement just 
for r = O. 

In Chapter I, §3 of [22], Wittmann gives a definition of a nonbranch point 
in a completely general context, but which in case of a normal and natural 
resolvent coincides with Engelbert's (as proved in Korollar 17 of Chapter II, §4 
of [22]). 

Wittmann proves furthermore (cf. Korollar 20 of I, §3 of [22]) that a point 
x E E is a nonbranch point in his sense if and only if property (i) of (6.3) 
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holds. Therefore, under hypotheses (6.6) our definition (6.2) of a nonbranch 
point coincides with Wittmann's and, specialized to the situation of [7], as well 
with Engelbert's. 

Wittmann's investigations show, furthermore, that Engelbert's characteriza-
tion of a nonbranch point as given in Theorem 3( I )-(2) of III, §4 of [7] does 
not require the existence of an associated Markov process, and that Theorem 
29 of I, §2 of [7] can be improved. This, together with our preceding results, 
entails the following final corollary. 

(6.9) Corollary. In the context of Engelbert [7] (i.e., (UcJ is a natural and 
normal resolvent on a measurable space (E, Q:)), the following properties are 
always equivalent: 

(I) x is a nonbranch point in the sense of[7]; 
(2) the cone {f E 57r (U): j(x) = f(x)} is A-stable for all r ~ 0; 
(3) lim"Q;U)x, If - f(x)l) = 0 for all f E 57r(U) satisfying f(x) < 00 

and for all r ~ 0; 
(4) any f E 57r (U) is essentially stochastically continuous at x for all 

r ~ O. 
(5) x is a nonbranch point in the sense of definition (6.2); 
(6) each of the properties appearing in the statement of (6.7) holds with 

respect to the resolvent (U~) for all r > O. 
Proof. (a) (I) =? (2) =? (3) and (4) =? (I) are proved by Engelbert (see III, §4 
of [7]). 

(3) =? (4) follows from S.I2 and L.I3 of I, §4 of [22], which proves (4) for 
any f E 57r (U) finite at x. 

(2) ¢} (5) ¢} (6) follows by (6.7). D 
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